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In the case of impinging water jets or droplets, air entrainment processes are crucial to the casing design
of hydraulic impulse turbines in the micro-hydro sector. To initiate first steps towards a precise predic-
tion of the complex, multi-phase casing flow of impulse turbines, single aspects such as the penetration
depth of impinging liquid jets have to be separated and fully understood. Existing investigations deter-
mining penetration depths are related to a very small range of flow rates and therefore show an under-
estimation of the penetration depth being applied to the casing flow of impulse turbines, which are
generally operated at higher flow rates. For a more general description of the air entrainment process,
investigations of plunging water jets within an extended flow rate range are conducted and the penetra-
tion depth is modelled using a data driven artificial neural network (ANN) approach and a non-linear
regression model.
At low flow rates, experiments results are in accordance with existing studies, whereas penetration

depths up to 170 cm are measured at higher flow rates. For the mathematical models to achieve a wide
range applicability, a large data base is used, including published and measured data. The modelled pen-
etration depths can be precisely verified by the performed measurements and show correct physical
behaviour, even in areas without underlying data. Calculation rules, weight matrices and biases of the
trained ANN are published to achieve high transparency and scientific improvement in neural modelling
of penetration depths of impinging liquid jets.

� 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The entrainment of air caused by impinging water jets and dro-
plets has a great impact on many technical aspects of hydraulic
engineering. For example, in the field of hydraulic machinery,
specifically micro-hydro impulse turbines, air entrainment and
detrainment processes have a negative impact on the durability
of the pipe system and on the overall efficiency of the machinery
itself. Investigations on a micro-hydro impulse turbine show that
penetration depth is a key parameter for the design of the turbine
casing preventing air detrainment. Based on these findings, equa-
tions for an optimized casing design of micro-hydro impulse tur-
bines are derived from Kramer et al. [1].

Measurements at large hydropower plant ‘‘Koralpe” (Austria)
demonstrated that an existing equation derived from Hager [2]
seems to underestimate the penetration depth in prototype plants.
During the experiments, penetrating air bubbles were observed
over the whole tailwater depth, whereas the calculated results
clearly showed lower penetration depths [3]. Possible explanations
include the underestimation of scaling effects, which occur by
disregarding dynamic similarity conditions while transferring
results. When comparing different scales of machines, prototype
plants have higher flow rates, implying a greater impulse of the
impinging water jet and a lower density of the tailwater flow
caused by increased air entrainment. Both facts lead to higher pen-
etration depths in the prototype scale. The lack of scale indepen-
dent measurement results needs to be compensated by more
general descriptions.

With regard to minimizing negative consequences of air
entrainment in hydraulic structures and equipment, the governing
processes have to be clearly identified and air detrainment has to
be prevented using optimized design right from planning stage.
Aerated flows in hydraulic engineering are complex and therefore
challenging to solve with analytical or numerical methods. Recent
numerical based contributions in the field of air entrainment and
penetration depth of plunging are given in Refs. [4–6]. However,
experimental investigations are essential for validation of
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Nomenclature

ai neural output vector [–]
ANN artificial neural network
bi bias vector [–]
d0 nozzle diameter [m]
dj jet diameter at plunge point [m]
f frequency [Hz]
fi transfer function [–]
g gravitational acceleration ½m=s2�
HP penetration depth [m]
i layer of the neural network [–]
_I momentum flow at plunge point ½kg m=s2�
Ki number of neurons [–]
l0 nozzle length [m]
L number of input parameters [–]
Lj jet length [m]
m mass [kg]

max maximum
min minimum
nM number of measurements [–]
p vector of input parameters [–]
pn vector of input parameters, normalized [–]
Qw water volume flow ½m3=s�
RSD relative standard deviation [%]
s standard deviation [m]
ub bubble terminal velocity [m/s]
v0 jet velocity at nozzle [m/s]
v j impinging jet velocity [m/s]
Wi weight matrix [–]
h water level [m]
�x average of 4 measurements [m]
a impact angle [�]
b half spread angle of the jet [�]

HP

Fig. 1. Penetration depth of a plunging liquid jet.
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numerical results and current knowledge into aerated flows relies
mainly on scaled model investigations under specific flow condi-
tions [7]. A comprehensive survey of experimental and theoretical
research on gas entrainment by plunging liquid jets is given by Bin
[8], while more recent investigations and insights are presented by
Kiger and Duncan [9]. Based on phenomenological observations,
three different air entrainment regimes (incipient entrainment,
intermittent entrainment and continuous entrainment) with three
main aeration mechanisms at the plunge point of impinging water
jets (aeration due to surface disturbances, aeration due to bound-
ary layer and free surface aeration into shear layer) are identified
by Chirichella et al. [10] and Ervine [11], respectively. Commonly
used parameters to characterise the process of air entrainment
are the bubble size distribution, void fraction, entrainment rate
and penetration depth. To determine those parameters, numerous
empirical correlations are given throughout the literature, e.g.
in Ref. [8], but due to the different experimental conditions,
the data from published studies does not allow any generalized
applicability.

To provide more generalized functional dependencies of the
penetration depth on a wide range of flow rates and jet lengths,
detailed experimental investigations are conducted. To avoid
scaling effects, full-scale experiments with an extended flow rate
range are essential, especially given the multiphase flow processes.
For the purposes of data evaluation and assessment, a data-driven
neural network model is developed within this work.

1.1. Penetration depth

The penetration depth (HP) of a plunging free jet is defined as
the distance between the liquid surface and the deepest point
reached by air bubbles during the entrainment process, see
Fig. 1. At this point, the velocity of the bubble equals zero and
the buoyancy force becomes dominant. Throughout the transient
air entrainment process, the lower limit of the bubble swarm fluc-
tuates continuously [8]. Therefore this point is defined by a timely
weighted average rather than by one fixed value.

To determine penetration depth, mainly empirical approaches
based on laboratory experiments are available. Correlations are
given in Ref. [12]:

HP ¼ 2:6 � ðv0 � d0Þ0:7 ð1Þ
and in Ref. [8]:

HP ¼ 1:20 � v0:77
j � d0:625

0 � L�0:094
j ð2Þ
where HP is the penetration depth, v0 the jet velocity at the nozzle,
d0 the nozzle diameter, dj the jet diameter at the plunge point and Lj
the jet length. The application of the equations listed above is
restricted to vertical water jets, although Eq. (2) applies specifically
to low velocity jets with v0 < 5 m=s. The influence of the impact
angle a on the penetration depth was investigated in Ref. [13],
where the jet velocity at the nozzle was varied at angles of
a = 45� and 60�. The functional dependency of the penetration
depth on different input parameters is given as:

HP ¼ 4:84 � v0:73
0 � d0:93

0 � L�0:21
j � ðsinaÞ0:73 ð3Þ

Another correlation including the impact angle as well as the spread
angle of the jet is presented by Clanet and Lasheras [14]:

HP ¼ ð1þ tanbÞ cosaþ tanb sina
2 tanb

cosða� bÞ
cos b

v0

ub
d0 ð4Þ

In the equations above, HP is the penetration depth, v0 the jet
velocity at the nozzle, d0 the nozzle diameter, Lj the jet length, a
the impact angle, b the half spread angle of the jet (assumed to
b = 12.5�) and ub the bubble terminal velocity.

All presented equations are based on experiments with low
flow rates of few liters per second, whereas for example the
average flow rate of 14 micro-hydro impulse turbines used for
energy recovery in Switzerland is Qw = 35.4 l/s [15]. At those signif-
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icantly higher flow rates, the mentioned effects, such as the density
reduction, are occurring in a differing order of magnitude and an
application of the presented equations may underestimate the
penetration depth. Therefore in order to determine the air entrain-
ment in the tailwater of micro-hydro impulse turbines, further
investigations are essential.

1.2. Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are information-processing
systems with topology and working principles referring to bio-
logical neural networks. In general, artificial neural networks
consist of an input and several other layers, including hidden
layers and an output layer. Due the learning ability of neural
networks, they are able to approximate functions of high com-
plexity that are generally unknown. In hydraulic research of air
entrainment processes, artificial neural networks have been suc-
cessfully used for the prediction of oxygen transfer efficiency of
weirs [16,17] and high-head conduits [18]. Furthermore, Onen
[19] developed a model for the determination of penetration
depths. The maximum modelled flow rate is Qw = 4.7 l/s and
therefore, the model is restricted in application when referring
to impulse turbines.

The architecture of a neural network consisting of L scalar input
parameters, a hidden layer and an output layer is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The represented network is a feedforward network, meaning
that nodes from one layer are only connected to the very next layer
and thus information flows forward through the net. The input
parameters of the illustrated network are connected to the neurons
of the hidden layer via weighting factors. As the number of neurons
of the hidden layer is K1, the weighting factors of the hidden layer
is defined by the weight matrix W1 with a dimension of K1 � L.

The neural output of the first layer can be calculated with

a1 ¼ f1ðW1pþ b1Þ ð5Þ
where W1 is the weight matrix, p the vector of the input parame-

ters, b1 a vector of biases, f1 a transfer function, and a1 the neural
output of the first hidden layer. Similar to the layer weights, the
biases are free parameters of the network. During the training pro-
cess, weighting factors and biases are adapted in order to minimize
the deviation between net output and training data. For training
purposes, a variety of training algorithms are available, which are
detailed extensively in Hagan et al. [20] and Zell [21]. The transfer
functions shown in Fig. 2 are integral parts of artificial neural net-
works and are chosen depending on the particular problem. Typical
transfer functions are threshold functions, sigmoid and linear func-
tions. The net output of the presented network architecture is a2

and can be calculated as:
Fig. 2. Neural network architecture acc. to Ref. [20].
a2 ¼ W2a1 þ b2 ð6Þ
a2 ¼ f2ðW2f1ðW1pþ b1Þ þ b2Þ ð7Þ

where a2 is the net output, W2 the weight matrix of the output

layer, b2 the bias vector of the output layer and f2 the transfer func-
tion of the output layer.

2. Experiments

Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup. The experiments are per-
formed in a 0.95 m � 0.9 m � 2.0 m tank made of acrylic glass. A gate
valve and electromagnetic flow meter (Q1) are located at the feed-
ing pipe upstream of the tank. This feeding pipe is connected to a
high-level tank with fixed overfall and hence constant upstream
water conditions. Different nozzles with a diameter range of
d0 = 13.0–81.9 mm are installed at the end of the feeding pipe. Dur-
ing the measurements, the water level is recorded redundant using
two ultrasonic sensors (h1, h2), which are installed at the top edge
of the tank. In order to reduce water level fluctuations in this area,
damping pipes are attached.

A second gate valve located in the outflow pipe is used for man-
ually controlling the water level during the experiments. The pipe
system is a closed circuit with the high-level tank as reservoir. For
the optical measurements of penetration depth, a camera is
installed within a distance of �1.8 m to the front of the tank. Dur-
ing measurements, the water body in the tank is illuminated
evenly by a LED-spotlight. Table 1 shows a summary of the imple-
mented measuring devices including error analysis.

2.1. Test series

Nozzle diameters (d0), ratios of nozzle lengths and nozzle diam-
eters (l0=d0), jet velocities (v j), jet lengths (Lj) and water discharges
(Qw) of the test series are listed in Table 2. The measurements are
conducted at jet velocities of v j = 5 m/s or 7 m/s, which are based
on precalculated velocities in the casing of impulse turbines. The
jet velocity at the plunge point is assumed as

v j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v0 þ 2gLj

q
ð8Þ

where v j is the jet velocity at the plunge point, v0 is the jet velocity
at the nozzle, g the gravitational acceleration and Lj the jet length.
Furthermore, three different jet lengths of Lj = 20 cm, 60 cm and
100 cm are investigated. The jet length is chosen according to the
conditions of impulse turbines, where the distance between runner
and downstream water level is defining the jet length. Typically val-
ues of 1–3 m are realised in large scale arrangements, while lower
values used in these investigations are common in the micro hydro
sector. The water level in the tank is kept at a constant height of
h � 180 cm, measured from the bottom of the tank. The detectable
penetration depth clearly exceeds HP = 120 cm, which was the max-
imum measured until now [22]. With respect to the chosen nozzle
diameters, jet velocities and jet lengths, the water volume flows of
the test series are of Qw = 0.6–35.4 l/s. For each discharge, measure-
ments are repeated four times (nM = 4).

2.2. Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure for determination of the penetra-
tion depth is generally similar for all measurement. The selected
nozzle is installed onto the feeding pipe and the required flow rate
is adjusted by regulating the upstream gate valve. The water level
in the tank is controlled by a downstream gate valve and remains
constant from the nozzle with a distance of Lj. As soon as steady-
state conditions of inflow, outflow and water level (tank) are



Fig. 3. Experimental setup; implemented measuring devices see Table 1.

Table 1
Implemented measurement devices in the test-bed.

Name Device Measured variable Error

Q1 Krone Discharge ±0.5%
h1 Pepperl + Fuchs UB500 Water-level ±1.0%
h2 Pepperl + Fuchs UB500 Water-level ±1.0%

Table 2
Conducted test series; nM = 4.

Nr. [–] d0 [mm] l0=d0 [–] v j [m/s] Lj [cm] Qw [l/s]

1 13.0 4.3 5 20; 60; 100 0.6; 0.5; 0.3
2 16.5 3.4 5 20; 60; 100 1.0; 0.8; 0.5
3 20.0 2.7 5 20; 60; 100 1.4; 1.1; 0.7
4 34.0 1.9 5 20; 60; 100 4.2; 3.3; 2.1
5 44.0 2.1 5 20; 60; 100 7.0; 5.6; 3.5
6 52.5 1.9 5 20; 60; 100 9.9; 7.9; 5.0
7 68.9 1.7 5 20; 60; 100 17.1; 13.5; 8.6
8 81.9 1.5 5 20; 60; 100 24.2; 19.1; 12.2
9 13.0 4.3 7 20; 60, 100 0.9; 0.8; 0.7

10 16.5 3.4 7 20; 60, 100 1.4; 1.3; 1.2
11 20.0 2.7 7 20; 60, 100 2.1; 1.9; 1.7
12 34.0 1.9 7 20; 60, 100 6.1; 5.5; 4.9
13 44.1 2.1 7 20; 60, 100 10.3; 9.3; 8.3
14 52.5 1.7 7 20; 60, 100 14.5; 13.2; 11.7
15 68.9 1.5 7 20; 60, 100 25.0; 22.7; 20.2
16 81.9 1.5 7 20; 60, 100 35.4; 32.1; 28.5
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reached, the measurement begins. The measurement time was
studied in preliminary investigations with results showing that a
time of t = 60 s is adequate to capture the penetration depth; a
longer measurement time did not lead to more precise results
(measured penetration depths are still fluctuating, but in a small
range), while shorter times resulted in a wider spread of measured
penetration depths. During measurement, the camera is focused on
the bubble plume and images are taken with a frequency of f = 2 Hz
and a resolution of 1.3 megapixels. A scale, which is attached to the
front of the tank, allows for assignment of recorded heights related
to the measured tank water level. The possible error due to the
resolution is determined to 0.8 mm, while further errors due to
refraction and distortion are corrected by additional calibration
measurements conducted with a second scale inside the water
body. The overall error is estimated to be within the range of
1 cm. Images of the test series 7 with a jet length of Lj = 20 cm
and a jet velocity of v j = 5 m/s are shown in Fig. 4.

It is obvious that the process of air entrainment is highly tran-
sient: the penetration depths of the image series in Fig. 4 fluctuate
in a range of several decimeters. The fluctuations are evaluated
through the assessment of the minimum (HP;min) and maximum
(HP;max) penetration depth of each measurement.
3. Results

The results of the experiments are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, where
the measured penetration depths (HP;max) are plotted against the

momentum flows (_I) at the plunge point. The momentum flow is
defined as:

_I ¼ _mv j ¼ qQwv j ð9Þ

where _I is the momentum flow, _m the mass flow, v j the jet velocity
at the plunge point, q the density and Qw the water volume flow.
The fluctuations which occur within the four repetitions are indi-
cated with error bars and relative standard deviations (RSD) are
listed in Table 3. As jet velocities at the plunge point are kept con-
stant, an increase of flow rate and momentum flow is achieved by
variation of the nozzle diameter. The maximum detectable penetra-
tion depth of HP = 180 cm is exceeded during measurements of ser-
ies 8, 15 and 16 at a jet length of Lj = 20 cm and during series 16 at
Lj = 60 cm. As the bubble plume reached the bottom of the tank,
those results are not plotted.

As expected, investigations results show an increase of penetra-
tion depth with increasing momentum flows and decreasing jet
lengths. Maximum penetration depths up to HP = 170 cm are mea-
sured in the range of higher momentum flows, which had not been
investigated so far. The characteristic relationship between
momentum flows and penetration depths shows a flattening at
higher momentum flows. Possible primary reasons include fluid-
mechanical effects such as higher entrainment rates and therefore



Fig. 4. Representative images of test series 7; d0 = 68.9 mm; v j = 5 m/s; Qw = 17.1 l/s; Lj = 20 cm.

Fig. 5. Maximum penetration depths at constant jet velocity at the plunge point;
d0 = 13.0–81.9 mm; v j = 5 m/s; a = 90�; nM = 4.

Fig. 6. Maximum penetration depths at constant jet velocity at the plunge point;
d0 = 13.0–81.9 mm; v j = 7 m/s; a = 90�; nM = 4.

Table 3
Relative standard deviations of conducted measurements.

Nr. [–] Lj [cm] RSD [%] Lj [cm] RSD [%] Lj [cm] RSD [%]

1 20 3.8 60 4.3 100 2.7
2 20 4.3 60 2.2 100 6.3
3 20 2.5 60 3.0 100 1.6
4 20 2.6 60 2.8 100 8.4
5 20 5.9 60 3.6 100 4.5
6 20 2.6 60 3.4 100 4.0
7 20 2.9 60 3.5 100 4.5
8 20 – 60 2.3 100 1.2
9 20 4.9 60 2.5 100 4.1

10 20 5.4 60 2.8 100 5.0
11 20 2.2 60 3.2 100 3.6
12 20 3.5 60 3.7 100 2.5
13 20 4.0 60 3.8 100 0.6
14 20 0.7 60 1.5 100 2.9
15 20 – 60 2.2 100 2.9
16 20 – 60 – 100 2.5
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larger buoyancy forces. Boundary effects, caused by the limited
dimensions of the tank, may lead to a deceleration of the penetrat-
ing water at higher depths and can be regarded as secondary rea-
sons for the observed behaviour. The mentioned effects may also
occur in the casing of large-scale hydropower plants, where the
maximum penetration depth is restricted due to the geometrical
dimensions of the tailwater channel, e.g. 1.9 m at the ‘‘Koralpe”
hydropower plant and 2.45 m at the ‘‘Lünersee” plant [3]. There-
fore measured penetration depths represent the full range of
hydropower plants, from large to micro, and confirm the flow
observations in the casing of prototype plants.
The relative standard deviation represents the spread of the
recorded data and is a measure of the random uncertainty. The rel-
ative standard deviation is calculated as

RSD ¼ s=�x ð10Þ

where RSD is the relative standard deviation, s the standard devia-
tion and �x the average of 4 measurements. The relative standard
deviations of the measurements are within the low single-digit
range, see Table 3.
3.1. Fluctuation of penetration depth

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of maximum and minimum penetra-
tion depths measured at a jet velocity of v j = 5 m/s and a jet length
of Lj = 20 cm. It is evident that fluctuations (difference between
HP;max and HP;min) increase with higher momentum flows.

For instance, the fluctuation at the lowest momentum flow of
_I = 2.7 kg m=s2 is 0.9 dm, while fluctuations in a range of 3.3–
3.5 dm are reached at momentum flows of _I = 86.2 kg m=s2 and
49.7 kg m=s2. This increase in the magnitude of fluctuation results



Fig. 7. Comparison between maximum and minimum penetration depths;
d0 = 13.0–68,9 mm; v j = 5 m/s; Lj = 20 cm; a = 90�; nM = 4.

Table 4
Experimental conditions of different studies on penetration depth of plunging jets.

Authors [–] d0 [mm] v j [m/s] Qw [l/s] Lj [cm] a [�]

Baylar and Emiroglu
[22]

10, 15, 19.5 2.5–15.0 0.1–4.4 30 45, 60

Harby et al. [23] 4.0–12.0 3.5–9.9 0.1–0.9 30 90
present study 13.0–81.9 5.0, 7.0 0.3–35.4 20, 60, 100 90
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from the transient behaviour of the air entrainment process. As
larger air volumes are entrained at higher momentum flows,
highly variable local velocity fields are caused due to the tran-
sient entrainment rates. This can be seen by the oscillation of
the penetration depth of bubble plume at higher momentum
flows.
3.2. Comparison with existing studies

In this study, the chosen range of momentum flows and flow
rates of the plunging liquid jets exceeds the range published so
far. Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the measured data from present
experiments with the available data published by Baylar and
Emiroglu [22] and Harby et al. [23]. The experimental conditions
of the compared studies are given in Table 4. The measured pen-
etration depths of the present study are in accordance with liter-
ature data at low momentum flows. Preliminary investigations
undertaken with the actual experimental setup confirm the reli-
ability of these results: measurements were conducted under the
constraints of Harby’s study [23] and their results could be
reproduced.

At higher momentum flows, the present results show a wider
spread of penetration depths. This behaviour is to be expected as
air entrainment and buoyancy forces are increasing at greater jet
lengths. When comparing the actual measurements with the data
of Baylar and Emiroglu [22], it is obvious that the present results
at Lj = 100 cm are in proximity to Baylar’s data recorded at
Lj = 30 cm (Table 4). These results are reasonable, owing to the
incline of the jet in the study of Baylar and Emiroglu [22]; the jet
angle was set to a = 45� and 60�. However until now, the data from
Baylar and Emiroglu [22] is the only data available on higher
momentum flows.
Fig. 8. Comparison of collected data and published studies [22,23].
4. Neural modelling

Artificial neural networks, which have already been successfully
applied for prediction of parameters characterising air entrainment
processes, are used to model the penetration depth of plunging liq-
uid jets. The neural modelling is carried out using the Neural Net-
work Toolbox in MATLAB (R2013a); the procedure can be divided
into the following steps:

1. Problem description
� Identification of input and output parameters

2. Data collection and preparation
� Digitalization of available data from literature
� Selection of suitable data sets
� Division into training and test data sets

3. Model building
� Determination of network architecture
� Selection of training algorithm

4. Model test
� Comparison of modelled and measured output parameters
� Model optimization (adaption of network architecture)

4.1. Problem description

The momentum flow _I at the plunge point and the jet length Lj
are chosen as input parameters for the neural network model. The
measurements of this study are carried out at a constant impact
angle of a = 90�. There are two main reasons justifying this. On
the one hand, the impact angles in the casing of impulse turbines
at optimal operating conditions are about a = 90�, while on the
other hand a perpendicular impinging jet will deliver the largest
penetration depth. Furthermore, only jet lengths larger than
Lj = 17.5 cm are considered. At small distances between the runner
and the tailwater, spraying water would lead to a deceleration of
the runner and therefore to efficiency losses.

4.2. Data collection and preparation

The measurements results of 176 data sets are supplemented
with data from Danciu et al. [24] (2009, six data sets), Qu et al.
[25] (2013, 12 data sets) and Harby et al. [23] (2014, 34 data sets).
In total, 228 data sets are available for training and testing the neu-
ral network. The data sets from literature have been extracted from
tables or determined through digitalization of published figures.
70% of the total number of data sets are assigned randomly for
training, 15% for validation and 15% for testing. This partitioning
into training, validation and test data is commonly used in neural
network modelling, see Ref. [20]. Table 5 shows the minimum and
maximum values of the input and output parameters of the data
sets. These values therefore define the application limits of the
neural network. As neural networks generate their knowledge
Table 5
Application limits of the neural network.

_I ½kg m=s2� Lj [m] a [�]

0.1–198.5 0.175–1.01 90
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from given data, an application beyond the specified data range
may not lead to correct results.

4.3. Model description

The implemented neural network is a feedforward network and
the architecture corresponds to Fig. 2 with L = 2 and K2 = 1. As

transfer functions, a sigmoid function (f1 = tanh) is used in the case

of the hidden layer, while a linear function (f2 = linear) is applied in
case of the output layer. The number of neurons in the hidden layer
(K1) is optimised during model test. With the momentum flow _I
(kg m=s2) and the jet length Lj (m), two parameters are included
as input of the network, while the net output is given as penetra-
tion depth HP (m). For network training, the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm, which represents a variation of the Gauß–Newton
algorithm, is applied.

4.4. Model test

The number of hidden neurons K1 is adjusted for an optimized
network architecture. As smaller networks have a better general-
ization ability, the optimum network is the smallest network that
adequately captures the relationship in the training data [26]. To
determine the optimal number of hidden neurons, an heuristic
approach is used. The optimization process commences with a
low number of hidden neurons and is then increased as long as
there is significant improvement in the results.

In order to evaluate the performance of the neural network, the
net output is compared with the penetration depths of the input
data based on the coefficient of determination (R2), the mean abso-
lute percentage error (MAPE) and the root mean square error
(RSME). Changes of the network architecture concern only the hid-
den layer; the input as well as the output layer remain unchanged.
In Fig. 9, the performance parameters are plotted on the ordinates
against the number of hidden neurons (abscissa). For each investi-
gated number of hidden neurons, 30 networks with different
initializations are trained and evaluated.

It is obvious that the error, represented by the performance
parameters MAPE and RSME, decreases significantly as the number
of hidden neurons increases. Simultaneously, the coefficient of
determination (R2) increases. Once above three hidden neurons,
there is only a slight change in performance parameters. Therefore,
the neural network with K1 = 3 is chosen for the optimal architec-
ture. In this configuration, the neural network has nine weighting
factors and four biases, whose sum equals the free parameters of
the approximation. An overfitting of the model during training is
avoided by monitoring the errors of the validation- and test data.
Fig. 9. Optimization of the network architecture; nM = 30.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the modelled results of the trained neural
network with a number of three hidden neurons. For the test,
training, validation and total data, the calculated penetration depth
HP;cal is plotted against the measured penetration depth HP . All
modelled penetration depths align with the measured penetration
depths. However, to evaluate the performance of the ANN model
across the full range of input parameters, which are not yet
included in any data set, a raster of the input parameters _I and Lj
defined in Table 5 is created and the network response is
evaluated.

In Fig. 12, the calculated network response in terms of pene-
tration depth (HP) is plotted on the z-axis against the momentum
flow (_I) on the x-axis and the jet length (Lj) on the y-axis. The
underlying data (measurements) of training, test and validation
are indicated as points. A distinction is made between the data
of the present study (black points, typical errors and fluctuation
ranges see Section 2.2) and literature data from Danciu et al.
[24], Qu et al. [25] and Harby et al. [23] (red points). As already
noticed, the calculated penetration depths are in accordance with
measured data. Besides minimizing the error function, another
crucial aspect of the model is to obtain a generalized function
for problem description with correct physical behaviour. This
can be achieved through a correct choice of the number of hid-
den neurons. Consequently, the trained model has a generaliza-
tion ability for the determination of the penetration depth in
the defined field of application.

In case of practical applications of that model to impulse tur-
bines, e.g. for determination of geometrical casing dimensions
according to Ref. [1], it must be taken into account that only part
of the overall discharge of a turbine hits the downstream water
surface directly as an impinging water jet. The remainder is dis-
persed onto the casing walls or with less impulse onto the water
surface. Therefore, the model for determining the penetration
depths represents a conservative approach in case of applications
to turbines, resulting in an accurate dimensioning of the casing
height of impulse turbines.

4.5. Comparison to multivariate non-linear regression

In order to evaluate the performance of the neural network,
the relation between momentum flow, jet length and penetra-
tion depth is approximated with elementary functions. As a
non-linear relationship between the variables is expected, a multi-
variate non-linear regression based on power functions is chosen
and the following equation is derived:

HP ¼ a � Ib � Lcj ¼ 0:2 � _I0:39 � L�0:26
j ð11Þ

The model coefficients are calculated by least square regression to
a = 0.2, b = 0.39 and c = �0.26. Penetration depths being calculated
with Eq. (11) approximate the measured penetration depths
accurately. However, the derived equation has higher errors in
comparison to the ANN model, see Table 6. Therefore, the applica-
tion of the ANN model according to Section 4.6 is recommended.

4.6. Application of the ANN model

The application of the artificial neural network model according
to Ref. [20] is described within this section. The input data _I
(kg m=s2) and Lj (m) are combined to an input vector p:

p ¼
_I

Lj

" #

The input vector is normalized to a value range between �1 and 1,
and can be calculated with:



Fig. 10. Regression analysis of the modelled results; left: training data; right:
validation data.

Fig. 11. Regression analysis of the modelled results; left: test data; right: total data.

Fig. 12. Response of the ANN model; K1 = 3, a = 90� R = 0.994, R2 = 0.988,
MAPE = 6.50%, RMSE = 4.95 cm. Literature data from Danciu et al. [24], Qu et al.
[25] and Harby et al. [23].

Table 6
Comparison of different methods for the prediction of penetration depths.

Method [–] R [–] R2 [–] MAPE [%] RMSE [cm]

Eq. (11) 0.988 0.971 9.79 7.56
ANN 0.994 0.988 6.50 4.95
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pn ¼ 2ðp� pminÞ:=ðpmax � pminÞ � 1 ð12Þ

where pn is the normalized input vector, pmin is the vector con-
taining the minimum values of each element of the input vectors
in the data sets, pmax contains the maximum values and the
operator ./ represents an element-by-element division of two
vectors. Required specifications concerning pmin and pmax are
given in Section 4.7. In the next step, the net output is calcu-
lated with:

a2 ¼ W2 tanhðW1pn þ b1Þ þ b2 ð13Þ

where a2 is the net output, W1 and W2 are weight matrices, b1 and

b2 are bias vectors and pn is the normalized input vector. The
required weight matrices and bias vectors are given in Section 4.7,
equally. To calculate the penetration depth, a reverse transforma-
tion is necessary:

HP ¼ ða2 þ 1Þðamax � aminÞ:=2þ amin ð14Þ

where HP is the penetration depth (m), a2 is the net output, amin

is the vector containing the minimum values of the output in
the data sets and amax contains the maximum values, see
Section 4.7.
4.7. Weight matrices, biases and value ranges

The weight matrices, biases and value ranges of the trained net-
work are shown below.

W1 ¼
0:2820 0:2816

0:2591 0:1969

3:1576 0:2542

2
664

3
775 W2 ¼ �23:9185 58:6958 46:9586½ �

b1 ¼
0:9746

1:3848

5:5941

2
664

3
775 b2 ¼ �80:2946½ �

pmin ¼
0:1011

0:1750

" #
pmax ¼

198:4833

1:0050

" #
amin ¼ 0:1162½ � amax ¼ 1:7160½ �
5. Conclusion

The penetration depth of impinging water jets or droplets is a
key parameter concerning the casing design of hydraulic impulse
turbines preventing air detrainment. There is currently a lack of
research determining and quantifying air detrainment processes
caused by impinging water jets within hydraulic impulse turbines.
As a result, this study has undertaken experimental investigations
and mathematical modelling of the penetration depth of plunging
water jets.

For experimental measurements, flow rates in a range beyond
the published rates are chosen. At low flow rates, measured pene-
tration depths are in accordance with published data. For the
extended range of flow rates, penetration depths up to 170 cm
are measured. These results confirm visual observations in the cas-
ing of prototype impulse turbines, where a fully mixed flow of air
and water was noticed in the tailwater of the Pelton-runner.

Applying the ANN and non-linear regression approaches on the
data from conducted experiments and literature meant that
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predictions of the penetration depth over a wide range of momen-
tum flow (at plunge point) and jet length became possible. The
modelled penetration depths are in accordance with the study’s
measured results. Furthermore the resulting areal distribution of
penetration depth demonstrates correct physical behaviour even
in areas without underlying data. Calculation rules, weight matri-
ces and biases of the trained network are published to achieve high
transparency and to enable neural modelling of penetration depths
for further applications.
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